Molecular nanotechnology is the future capability to design and build systems to atomic precisions. This paper motivates the desire of molecular nanotechnology for space exploration with a review of potential benefits, and reviews relevant progress to date for molecular nanotechnology. It provides a framework of challenges that need to be resolved before molecular nanotechnology can be applied to space systems, with discussion on addressing those challenges. The primary focus is in the area of developing tools for automated design of molecular components, using molecular connector components as an example, and in developing tools for generating reaction pathways to fabricate molecular components that can integrate with tools for developing molecular components. The secondary focus is issues for the molecular fabrication system, including integration with the design of end product space systems. Nomenclature δ = material density σ = material strength ∆V = change in velocity
improved performance from systems exploiting molecular machinery, and atomically precise processing in space. Realizing this potential requires the development of atomically precise diamondoid and fullerene molecular machinery that can scale similar to the well-known biological molecular machinery of proteins, RNA, and DNA. This, in turn, requires satisfactory early progress in design and analysis, and continued progress to mature the capability. A number of challenges must be resolved before molecular nanotechnology can be applied to space exploration.
The first challenge is component design. The discrete nature of molecular components and the computationally intensive tools required to analyze them makes their design difficult. Multiplying the challenge, many useful systems will require a large number of distinct molecular components, necessitating automated design tools. We suggest an approach to move forward on this challenge under "IIA. Molecular Component Design" below.
The second challenge is reaction pathway design; given desired molecular components there must be some way to fabricate them. In order to achieve the flexibility required for the synthesis of molecular machine systems, novel synthetic methods involving positional assembly must be employed. This can be accomplished using molecular positional devices to control synthetic reaction trajectories. In early experimental work the positional devices may be scanning probe microscopes. Reaction pathway design must ultimately integrate with molecular component design. We suggest activities to move forward on this challenge under "IIB. Molecular Component Reaction Pathway Design" below.
The third challenge is design and realization of molecular fabrication systems capable of synthesizing molecular components in a useable form. This includes providing devices for positional control, defining the mechanosynthesis unit operation set, providing physical and information inputs for each unit operation, adequate parallelism, the system infrastructure, and molecular machinery supporting these core functions and overall utility. Mechanosynthetic methods and molecular machinery can be theoretically validated with high quality ab initio, density functional theory and molecular mechanics techniques, and must eventually be validated experimentally. We address this challenge under "IIIA. Fabrication System Design and Development" below.
The fourth and final challenge is integrating molecular machinery into the design and production of space exploration systems. This includes fabricating molecular components, assembly products at the appropriate level of convergent assembly, and integrating products into the final space exploration systems. We touch on the many facets of this challenge below under "IIC. Folding Molecular Component Design Into System Design," "IVA. Relative Timing of System Design to System Realization," "IIB. Molecular Component Development and Fabrication," and "IIIC. System Development and Realization."
Because molecular nanotechnology is a high-payoff enabler for robust space activities, but there are a great many uncertainties about how and when it will develop, weighty and difficult management issues are raised. We touch on these under "IV. Challenges in Development Timeline and Planning Uncertainty."
First we summarize previous work in how space systems may exploit molecular nanotechnology, and of relevant progress in molecular nanotechnology.
A. Previous Work on the Potential of Molecular Nanotechnology for Space Exploration
To a first approximation, any stable arrangement of atoms that can be described at a high level is a candidate design for a product of molecular nanotechnology. This has led to analysis based example conceptual designs using molecular nanotechnology performance parameters. Following several early works on the applicability of molecular nanotechnology for space exploration [1] [2] [3] , M c Kendree analyzed in detail 4 a broad array of space system architectures and showed the potential for 1-4 orders of magnitude performance improvement over current technology, using molecular nanotechnology. Higher level analyses addressed other space system architectures such as extraterrestrial resource extraction and processing, and closed environment life support systems.
System and Mission Benefits of Improved Structures
One potential of molecular nanotechnology is to fabricate structural elements for space systems of very high strength-to-weight, including diamond compressive members, nanotube-based tension members, and composite structures of nanotube fibers in a diamond matrix. Diamond has a σ of 5.0 x 10 10 Pa with a δ of 3510 kg/m 3 , and thus a strength to density ratio ~70 times better than Titanium. Nanotubes have a σ of 4.5 x 10 10 Pa 5 with a δ of 1300 kg/m 3 , and thus a strength-to-density ratio ~2.4 times better than diamond, but only in tension. Such materials, if used to reduce parasitic rocket mass, can reduce rocket dry masses by ~98% and thereby triple rocket payloads to Earth orbit. Depending on the cost model, this can improve launch costs by a factor somewhere between 3 and 235 4 . Towers that extended just above the Earth's atmosphere as efficient launch platforms 6 could easily be supported with diamond or nanotube material 4 . A number of such towers could support a linear accelerator American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics running at the edge of the atmosphere powered by terrestrial power-lines, creating a "space pier" for launching payload into orbit on the order of $1/kg § § . If the tower extends high enough then a payload may climb the tower and will be in orbit when released. This has a standard analysis [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , and is usually conceived as a structure tapered to keep stresses feasible and a cable in tension to improve structural stability. A mixed structure of an actively stabilized tower in compression reaching to a cable in tension is more mass efficient on Earth 4 . The total required mass of the structure is extremely sensitive to the strength-to-density ratio of the structural material. Nanotubes bring these "space elevators" into the realm of the structurally feasible, although additional issues must be resolved before they can be practical 4,11 . While there are a variety of candidate concepts, and the preferred concept given molecular nanotechnology may not even be identified yet, the clear indication is that once the structural materials offered by molecular nanotechnology can be easily deployed in systems, some form of greatly reduced launch costs would become available. Launch costs in the $1-$100 per kg range would then open the solar system to much wider exploration and exploitation. There is a potential for conventional nanotechnology to make feasible and affordable nanotubebased structures sooner than molecular nanotechnology. If so, then many of the benefits described above can be implemented, providing launch cost savings in their own right, and acting as precursors to a more mature molecular nanotechnology.
If a tension structure is not tied to a planet, but instead freely rotates in space, then it can be much smaller, but still useful in providing a change in velocity (∆V) to payloads with a "throw" or more challenging "catch." 12, 13 The improved strength-to-density of nanotubes means they can have nearly three times the tip speed of conventional materials and thus offer almost three times the ∆V, which is sufficient to reach most of the solar system from elliptic Earth orbit 4 . Structures experience a slight force from absorbing and reflecting sunlight, and in space detectable accelerations are possible. A smaller mass per unit of light gives higher acceleration. Such structures should be useable for navigation in space as solar sails 14 . With molecular nanotechnology, those surfaces could be 20-100 nm thick sheets of aluminum able to provide 1-13 km/s of ∆V per day. Nets of metalicized nanotubes might also be feasible, and could offer accelerations of 17 m/s 2 or more 15 . Unfortunately, since solar sails cannot generate a sunward acceleration greater than solar gravity, trajectory shapes are limited, and the metalicized nanotube performance shaves only a few percent off typical travel times 4 . If a large, thin structure facing the Sun is the active layer of solar cells, then a specific power of ~10 kWe/kg at 1 AU is feasible. Since vehicle performance using solar-electric ion engines scales linearly with the specific power of the power source, this offers roughly two orders of magnitude improvement in performance, which can be distributed between acceleration or exhaust velocity and ∆V.
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The substantial performance in space transportation offered by molecular nanotechnology may make feasible or more efficient some level of long-duration interstellar transport.
System and Mission Benefits of Molecular Machinery
Another potential of molecular nanotechnology is to provide mechanical devices with part sizes down to molecular components. Excluding systems which use such devices to fabricate products by rearranging molecular structures, other application to space exploration has been identified.
Designs in Ref. 4 use tiny motors to individually steer reflective solar concentrators 0.1 mm in diameter. Their small size allows them to hold optic tolerance while presenting 3 x 10 -4 kg/m 2 of mass per unit area to the Sun, and this raises the specific power to 739 kWe/kg, available for a further factor of 70 improvement in solar-electric ion engines and other purposes. At this level interplanetary trips can take weeks with reaction mass a minority of initial vehicle mass.
A number of molecular nanotechnology concepts for swarms of small robots have been proposed, and could be considered for use in space 3 . Mechanical 16 and other 17 nanotechnology computers could be designed, and could be used in space vehicles. Their main on-board advantages are to provide very high memory densities 18 , high speed high device densities 17 , tiny avionics for tiny vehicles, or to provide computers with high thermodynamic efficiency for computation near the thermodynamic limit 19 . Autonomy would be a significant use of on-board computational resources. Off-board, high computing power could be used in very large amounts for system and detail design, including computationally intensive evolutionary design algorithms.
System and Mission Benefits of in situ Molecular Manufacturing
A third potential of molecular nanotechnology is to provide systems of mechanical devices with part sizes down to molecular components to fabricate products by rearranging molecular structures.
The easiest case to consider is using molecular manufacturing to remanufacture material brought with the mission. One concept would be for a space vehicle to remanufacture itself, using the same mass to provide different subsystems at different times in support of different mission phases 20 . A more challenging case is to take material brought that is no longer in the desired form, and remanufacturing into the desired form. One application would be a closed-environment life-support system (CELSS), rebuilding fresh air, water and food from wastes. Molecular manufacturing has high throughput efficiency, as most processing is done by small devices operating at high frequency. A molecular nanotechnology CELSS may mass less than 40 kg per person, and draw somewhere between 125 We and 4,000 We per person 4 . While this mass is very small, it is overwhelmed in space by the per capita mass required for radiation shielding. A second application is self-repair of the system itself. This requires full redundancy across the self-repair subsystem so that any failure in the self-repair subsystem can itself be repaired. Such a system can have an average mission life many orders of magnitude longer than its component lives 20 . With self-repair, structure limited systems like tethers and space elevators can have lower safety factors and higher performance, while material wear limited systems, like designs that expose bare diamond or nanotubes to solar UV, are feasible with longer lives
4 . An interesting case is using molecular manufacturing to build new system mass from material found in situ. As the specific compositions and material structure of space resources still require significant exploration and research, the details of systems to implement this case are necessarily more speculative. Given the focus of molecular nanotechnology on using the lighter elements from the period table, carbonaceous asteroids, and other volatile-rich bodies are attractive targets in the solar system for this concept. Given the many uncertainties, the doubling period for a molecular nanotechnology mine/factory on an asteroid might range anywhere from a day to a year, with production costs ranging from $15 to $2x10 -10 per kg. 4 This would make material resources in space quite available, with issues of ownership and control as important challenges.
Applicability to NASA's Exploration Mission
These capabilities are well beyond current technology, and would greatly assist NASA's Space Exploration Mission objectives, as sketched in Table 1 below. 
B. Previous Molecular Nanotechnology Work
The landmark experimental demonstration of positional atomic assembly occurred in 1989 when Eigler and Schweizer 21 spelled out the IBM logo using 35 xenon atoms arranged on nickel surface using a scanning probe microscope (SPM). But molecular manufacturing requires bond formation. The use of precisely applied mechanical forces to induce site-specific chemical transformations is called mechanosynthesis. Oyabu et al 22 achieved the first experimental demonstration of mechanosynthesis in 2002, using purely mechanical forces to make and break covalent bonds, first abstracting and then rebonding a single silicon atom to a silicon surface with SPM positional control at low temperature.
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Site-specific hydrogen abstraction from diamond surfaces has been studied computationally by Brenner [23] [24] [25] , Musgrave 26 , and others 27 , and demonstrated experimentally on silicon [28] [29] [30] and diamond 31 surfaces. Carbon deposition on diamond surfaces has been studied computationally by Walch and Merkle 32 , and others 16, 33 . More recently, Merkle and Freitas in Ref. 34 used Density Functional Theory (DFT) to examine a new class of CC carbon dimer deposition tools ( Figure  1 ) and to confirm tool performance (Figure 2 ) on the C(110) diamond surface [35] [36] [37] , using ab initio molecular dynamics simulations and electronic structure calculations on a 10-node cluster using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) with generalized gradient approximation. In 1992, it was theorized 16 41 , and fullerenes like C 60 . DFT predicts 42 that o-benzyne attaches to the nanotube in the center of the six-membered rings, turning the nearby carbon atoms from sp 2 to sp 3 bonding. Molecular dynamics, using a parallelized version of Brenner's reactive carbon potential with a Leonard-Jones 6-12 potential for forces between molecules, was used to examine operating modes. Rotation at 50-100 GHz was found to be optimal. At higher speeds the teeth slipped but remained intact. When the rotation rate was lowered again, interatomic forces returned the gears to perfect operating condition (unlike metal gears) -suggesting that atomic-scale gears are much more robust than their macroscopic counterparts. 
II. Challenges in Molecular Nanotechnology Design
Molecular nanotechnology design is resolving the question of "What to do?" The specific molecular components for an application must be specified. That may eventually be via catalog, but developing the catalog requires design of specific molecular components. An effective reaction pathway for actually creating each of the desired molecular components must also be specified. Finally, the complete system design must be specified, including what is to be done with the desired molecular components.
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Very specific approaches are presented below for solving the subcomponent connector design problem, and for molecular component reaction pathway design. While these represent our best suggested approach under the current state of the art, with the ongoing march of science and technology alternative approaches may become more attractive in the future.
A. Molecular Component Design
A molecular component is a logically distinct, minimal assembly of atoms which goes into a larger system. Its design is fully specified by the isotope, positions and bonds of its atoms. For most purposes, stable isotopes of the same element are fully interchangeable in a molecular component design. A molecular component may be used to further build a larger assembly, and thus may have dangling bonds, but should be stable against rearrangement. As a detailed example, a potential solution to the Subcomponent Connector Design Problem is sketched out below.
The ability to connect subcomponents is fundamental to manufacturing. At the molecular scale, connecting two molecular subcomponents requires precise alignment of the relevant surface bonds, an issue not present when connecting macroscale components. If the two molecular subcomponents share identical crystal orientation (e.g., the subcomponents both share a common diamond C(110) surface) then the bonds from the two connecting faces could easily be aligned. More commonly, the two subcomponents will have differing complex surfaces or must be connected at an orientation that does not permit alignment of the surfaces. In this situation, an interfacial molecular connector is required to "fill the gap" between the two subcomponents.
Experience shows that hand design of such "gap filling" structures is very difficult and has seldom been done except in the simplest of cases. The use of automated methods to design appropriate connectors is therefore critical if we are to build more complex molecular machines by connecting subcomponents into components, and components into larger assemblies. Something as fundamental as connecting a bearing sleeve to a flat surface requires a complex gap-filling connector at the molecular scale.
One promising approach is using advanced automated algorithms to design molecularly precise components, starting from a set of disconnected diamond and fullerene subcomponents which are then joined together using molecular connectors. The methods, which include genetic algorithms, genetic programming, simulated annealing, and variants thereof, have recently begun to produce humancompetitive results in real-world application domains 43 . For example, in NASA's Space Technology 5 (ST5) mission, a requirementscompliant evolved antenna ( Figure 5A ) was produced that is scheduled to be flown in 2005 -the first evolved hardware ever flown on a NASA mission. The best evolved designs outperformed a conventional humandesigned model ( Figure 5B) especially in critical metrics such as mass and cost.
Figure 5. Antennas, Evolved Design on left (A) and Conventional Human Designed on right (B).
Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search methods that mimic the metaphor of natural biological evolution 44 . Evolutionary algorithms operate on a population of potential solutions applying the principle of survival of the fittest to produce better and better approximations to a solution. At each generation, a new set of approximations is created by the process of selecting individuals according to their level of fitness in the problem domain and breeding them together using operators borrowed from natural genetics. This process leads to the evolution of populations of individuals that are better suited to their environment than the individuals from which they were created.
Evolutionary algorithms model natural processes such as selection, recombination, mutation, migration, locality and neighborhood. Figure 6 shows the structure of a simple evolutionary algorithm for automated design. By operating on a population of solutions, evolutionary algorithms perform their search in parallel. To solve a component-design problem using evolutionary algorithms requires a representation for molecular subcomponent connectors, mutation and crossover operators, and a fitness function to evaluate individual designs.
One approach is to use genetic programming (GP), wherein an evolvable computer program automatically written in a special-purpose programming language is the representation genotype 45 . The program could then be executed to generate the molecular subcomponent connector design. The full molecular component design (subcomponents + connector) would minimized by a molecular force field and then evaluated for stiffness. Candidate existing force fields include the existing Brenner, Tersoff, Stillinger-Weber, Amber, Charmm, Gromos, UFF, Dreiding, MM2, and MM3 force fields. If a unique nanomechanical-specific force field were developed, that should provide greater confidence and accuracy.
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Such an evolving program can be represented by a tree, with nodes for constants, arithmetic operators, loops, subroutine calls, data structures (simple variables, arrays, lists, stacks, queues, etc.), conditionals, and primitive operations in the domain. Mutation and crossover are simple tree transformations. Koza 46 also uses so-called structure-modification 'mutations'. These do not change the phenotype, but rather make equivalence transformations on the evolving program to introduce or remove subroutines, loops, and data structures. GP is credited with humanclass performance on a number of problems, including evolving pre-existing patents and even novel patentable inventions. Koza's GP approach is designed for extreme generality. While this permits attacking new problems with minimal change to the algorithm, fitness functions for molecular connector designs include resource-hungry structural stiffness calculations mandating the fewest possible evaluations. Thus, extending Koza's GP representation to include object-oriented programming (OOP) constructs -classes, instance variables, inheritance, and dynamic binding -should take greater advantage of expected regularities in nanomechanical subcomponent connections. Also, more sophisticated data nodes could limit the range of variables to reduce the size of the search space. Finally, Koza's structure-modifying mutations do not change the phenotype, which is inefficient. Combining the structure-modifying mutations with functional mutations guaranteed to take advantage of new structural possibilities.
Constructing stiff subcomponent connectors is a poorly understood process, but solutions can be evaluated by computational chemistry techniques. Finding such solutions is a "black art", well-suited to evolutionary techniques. Evolution substitutes a very large number of inexpensive computerized cut-and-try operations for slow and expensive, albeit more intelligent, human analysis.
The corresponding input to evolution would be molecular component definitions consisting of two or more disconnected diamond and/or fullerene subcomponents located in three-space with allowable tolerances for subcomponent translational and rotational degrees of freedom. Permitted and forbidden regions for the molecular connectors could also be defined. The evolutionary problem is to connect the molecular subcomponents with a set of atoms covalently bound to the subcomponents and to each other. The primary evaluation criteria is stiffness, as measured by numerical derivatives calculated using the force field. The procedure to be followed would include a number of primitive operations, including minimization with optional freezing of subcomponents, short molecular dynamics runs, inserting atoms, removing atoms, inserting diamond, inserting graphite, inserting n-membered rings, inserting cages, hydrogen termination of dangling bonds, and other similar operations. The primitive operations to apply, their parameters (e.g., minimization termination criteria, atom placement, etc.), and the order of application will be discovered by evolution.
The fitness function is multi-objective, combining connector stiffness, residual strain, number of atoms, computation time, and other factors. Stiffness will be calculated by using the force field to produce numerical derivatives for each of the six degrees of freedom for each input-specified molecular subcomponent. The measure of residual strain will be the energy per atom relative to bulk materials. The computation time should be measured, with very long-running procedures cut off.
A first useful step would be to develop the ability to evolve molecular connectors between two specified diamond and/or a limited set of fullerene molecular subcomponents with very tight tolerances using a minimal set of construction primitives. Once achieved, the technique could extend to three or more molecular subcomponents, loosen the tolerance bounds, expand the range of allowed subcomponent types, increase the number of construction primitives, and improve the force field. The optimal candidate molecular systems produced via genetic programming and molecular force fields should be tested and validated using scalable parallel ab initio quantum chemistry codes. These codes compute accurate single point energies as well as analytic gradients (i.e., forces) for American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics systems containing a few hundred to more than 1000 atoms. If the computed forces are too large, then the particular candidate is still too far from equilibrium and it should be rejected.
It should be noted that successful artificial evolution of solutions to difficult problems such as the subcomponent connection problem is dependent on large computational resources. Fortunately, computation is bounded by the large number of independent phenotype generation and fitness function evaluations required. This is a significantly parallel computational problem ideally suited to large parallel machines, such as NASA ARC's 10,000-node Columbia *** .
High Value Component Validation
One can determine molecular forces and properties, including component stiffness and residual strain, using the most reliable and scalable Multiconfiguration Self Consistent Field (MCSCF) code in General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (GAMESS) [47] [48] [49] that has demonstrated high efficiency on more than 1,000 processors of the Origin SSI architecture. MCSCF gives a versatile and general description of electron correlation effects through its CI formulation. The parallel MCSCF code was developed at NASA ARC by Graham Fletcher. Predicting bulk properties of larger systems, however, will require the development of methods with greater size and computational scalability. The SCF level of theory will span RHF (closed-shell), ROHF (open-shell), and UHF wave functions as needed. A replicated data SCF algorithm can be used for calculations on systems containing a few hundred atoms. For larger problems a code will need improved scalability. For example, a technique in which larger calculations are initiated using the superposed charge densities of smaller subcomponent systems should scale better. In this way, accurate wave functions for increasingly large systems could be generated with great efficiency, since each calculation builds upon the previous ones.
To facilitate calculations on systems with 1000 atoms or more, a distributed data algorithm will be necessary. With distributed data algorithms, not only are calculations faster, but larger calculations become possible as more processors are added. In this sense, the speedup is unlimited. Times-to-solution will simultaneously reflect the memory and processor speed improvements of supercomputing. A reasonable goal to target would be demonstrating at least an 80% parallel efficiency benchmark on 2,048 CPUs.
B. Molecular Component Reaction Pathway Design
Specific reactions required for the synthesis of molecular components must be developed and validated. In order to achieve the flexibility required for the synthesis of molecular machine systems, novel synthetic methods involving positional assembly (e.g., the use of scanning probe microscopes or molecular positional devices to control synthetic reaction trajectories) must be employed. These novel synthetic methods, and the molecular machine systems that will use them, can validated with high quality ab initio, density functional theory and molecular mechanics techniques. Due both to their strong aerospace benefits as high strength-to-mass materials 4 , and their great flexibility as engineered molecular components 16 , diamondoid, fullerene and related structures are the most attractive targets.
Reaction Pathways for Diamond/Fullerene Synthesis
The elucidation of specific theoretical reaction pathways are required to build the evolved molecularly precise components, from molecular primitives, via site-specific chemical reactions made possible by techniques of positionally-controlled mechanosynthesis enabled by SPMs or new positional devices. The elucidation of these pathways can be based on an efficient combination of lower-precision DFT computations on larger numbers of atoms (e.g., several hundreds), using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) and comparable software, and of high-accuracy quantum ab initio computations on smaller numbers of atoms (e.g., several tens), using PSI 50 , Q-Chem 51 , MOLPRO † † † , GAMESS 47 , and/or comparable programs. Such simulations can be run on large, highspeed multiprocessor cluster computers, including the Columbia 10,000-node computer at NASA ARC. Synthetic targets include carbon nanotubes and diamond. 35, 36 for CC dimer placements on the diamond C(110) surface ( Figure 7) . A parallel early target is the initial development and analysis of validated tools for diamond and carbon nanotube mechanosynthesis, including tools for hydrogen abstraction, hydrogen donation, and carbon placement on diamond surface, work already initiated by Freitas and Merkle 52 . 35 , used with permission.
Figure 7. Energetics of CC dimer placements on the diamond C(110) surface

Desired Global Undesired
Such early work would lay the foundation to complete the development and analysis of validated tools for diamond and nanotube mechanosynthesis. This will ultimately require expanding the toolset to include (1) a carbon abstraction tool, and (2) additional non-HC tools as required by evolved-component analysis. A critical related study would be of the thermal uncertainty of positional placement for extended tooltip handle designs, to verify that the designed tools, when actually deployed in an experimental setting, will perform with sufficient placement accuracy to ensure defect-free construction of diamond lattice. Also building on the earlier work once could then design and test tooltip recycling pathways, using the existing toolset in combination with bulk regeneration processes, with the objective of moving toward a fully self-contained, minimal rechargeable diamond mechanosynthetic toolset. Another approach to consider is parts assembly via fusion of similar surfaces, both of diamond and nanotubes.
Modeling Strategy
To support reaction pathway design, a multi-scale modeling approach should be pursued, in which rigorous quantum mechanical methods are applied to small model systems to calibrate more approximate force-field models which may be applied to much larger systems. This would leverage expertise in computational materials science and high-accuracy ab initio quantum chemistry. It should be stressed that existing force-field and density functional theory models have difficulty in accurately describing bond-breaking reactions, and hence calibration (and possible re-parameterization) by comparison against high-quality, correlated ab initio methods is necessary to put the modeling efforts on a firm footing.
Model Structure Building
Reliable structure models for C(111), C(110) (Figure 8 ) and C(100) surfaces are necessary prerequisites for mechanosynthesis. In initial efforts, one may employ a combined approach using density functional theory (DFT) and classical molecular dynamics (MD) to create different surfaces. The classical MD would use force fields to be obtained from DFT calculations (and validated against higher-accuracy ab initio computations on small cluster models) 53, 54 . The desired surface structure can be searched and optimized with classical MD. Either pure DFT or DFT MD can be employed using the structures from the classical MD as input. This approach can be very effective to obtain large scale structures which have complex and longtime structure relaxation. With further optimization, the same approach can be used to obtain surfaces with steps and hexagonal diamond (lonsdaleite) surface. As an illustration of feasible analytic size, the in-house computational capability of co-author Li's group can comfortably handle calculations on 100-500 C atoms using VASP 55 . In parallel with the bulk diamond models, small cluster models should be developed to be used in high-accuracy ab initio benchmark computations of reaction pathways. 
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High-Accuracy ab initio Methods
When used in conjunction with large basis sets, wavefunction-based electronic structure methods with extensive treatments of electron correlation (e.g., many-body perturbation theory and coupled-cluster theory) have been shown to give very reliable predictions of molecular properties, approaching the reliability of experiment in some cases 56 . Moreover, as rather sophisticated, parameter-free approximations to the electronic Schrödinger equation, these methods are applicable in principle to any chemical system, including any of the structures and processes proposed here. Unfortunately, however, achieving the great accuracy of these methods requires a very unfavorable scaling with system size [O(N 7 ) for the typical "gold standard" method, coupled-cluster with perturbative triples 57 , CCSD(T)]. Hence, ab initio computations should be performed on small model systems to validate the approximations to be used for larger-scale modeling. In particular, ab initio results can help assess which functionals are best for use in the medium-size computations (up to a few hundred atoms), and in the development of force field models for much larger simulations.
Although the equilibrium structures of diamond surfaces or clusters are not especially challenging computationally, reaction pathways and thermodynamics are not as straightforward, and the use of appropriatelychosen ab initio models becomes very important for obtaining reliable results and for calibrating the DFT and force field models. Ab initio methods can be used to compute the thermodynamics of the abstraction and placement reactions, as well as possible recycling pathways. These methods can also be used to provide barrier heights for surface migration simulations. Bond-breaking and bond-making reactions can be difficult to model because they often involve electronic near-degeneracies which are not well described by the standard methods [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] . By comparing to high-level benchmarks evaluated with multi-reference methods {multi-reference configuration interaction, multiconfigurational self-consistent-field (MCSCF), or complete-active-space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2)}, one can determine which of the more typical ab initio methods are suitable for prototype reactions. To make this determination, it should be useful to also evaluate various DFT methods and parameterize force field models. These taxing multi-reference computations may be made easier by the recent discovery that minimal active spaces actually perform as well as larger active spaces for bond-breaking reactions when compared to exact (full CI) benchmark results 68 . Extensions of Krylov's spin-flip methods, recently developed by the Sherrill group in collaboration with Krylov 60, 64 , may also be helpful.
Force Fields (FF)
As mentioned above, one goal of the ab initio calculations is to obtain reliable force fields for C-C, C-H, and C 1,2-mer interactions, with the objective of extending the calculation to large scales and of accelerating the entire computing process (see below). There are three cases where large-scale calculations are requisite for mechanosynthesis: (1) Although previous works have demonstrated preliminary feasibility and reaction pathways for diamond mechanosynthesis, most of these studies used fairly small models (<100 C atoms) 32 , and it remains unknown whether the process will be affected in a larger molecular environment. (2) In certain circumstances, carbon nanotubes or large pieces of diamond must be fused to create larger systems, a process requiring classical MD using FF. (3) Elevated temperatures must be considered in mechanosynthesis. Besides using DFT MD, classical MD with FF is a viable alternative. There is no ideal, off-the-shelf solution to obtain the FF, so this requires a new or custom-developed program. To improve accuracy and confidence, one should use not only data from bulk samples but also data from surface properties and from high-accuracy quantum calculations on small clusters to fit the FF.
DFT MD and Kinetic Monte Carlo Calculations
Zero-temperature calculation usually ignores thermal, vibrational and other dynamic effects on various processes in mechanosynthesis. These effects are important factors in determining the feasibility of mechanosynthesis. In searching for mechanosynthetic reaction paths one can employ molecular dynamics along with DFT calculations, allowing one to obtain thermal and dynamic responses. Using the energetic and barrier information provided from high procession calculations, one can also carry out kinetic Monte Carlo calculations for possible surface reconstructions, thermal desorption events, and surface diffusion kinetics of hydrogen and carbon moieties. The comprehensive nature of such analysis requires a collaborative, multiscale, and multi-level calculation approach that would press beyond the current state of the art.
C. Folding Molecular Component Design Into System Design
Another key challenge is integrating molecular machinery into the design of space systems. Conceptually this is straightforward; one need merely follow the hierarchy where subsystems at one level are considered systems with their own subsystems at the next lower level, and continue down until reaching the level of molecular components as systems with atoms as subsystems. We will refer to these in the arbitrary scale case as modules comprising components.
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One difficulty is design scope, which can be handled by design reuse. Each kg of final system may have over 10 25 atoms, and if molecular components typically comprise ~100 atoms then each of ~10 23 molecular components in a kg could in principle be unique. Specifying such detail is daunting. Through design re-use, however, standardized modules at each level of scale vastly reduce the total description size of an end-user system. In this approach catalog modules are defined as particular arrangements of catalog components. Atoms are the components at the lowest level. A key parameter for tractability is the average number of non-catalog components per module across the levels of design scale. Developers of new real designs should strive to drive this towards 1.0, because the total design complexity will explode as this parameter grows above 1.
While the top-level of an aerospace system design and even some key components could be human-specified, the vast part count means that large swaths of the detail design must be automatically generated. This means that the final, executable design must be machine-readable.
To generate the catalog, module candidates should be generated by bottom-up analysis, computationally validated, and ultimately demonstration. Beyond the actual design description, the functional, performance and other characteristics of molecular components and larger modules should be captured, so these results can flow into higher-level module and system design. A design pull from efforts at higher levels to create representative useful designs of larger modules can help guide the catalog generation to useful regions of the module design-space.
To ease Design For Manufacturability, the module catalog for design should indicate catalog modules for assembly, and design should use such modules wherever possible. For a desired new system design, the default approach would be top-down design and specification to particular molecular components. Once a catalog design part is selected, the entire physical decomposition is fully specified, and once a catalog assembly part is specified, the default manufacturing flow is fully specified. If a catalog design part is selected that is not a catalog assembly part, then some translation into physical manufacturing control is needed. Provision of such an algorithm is a requirement for a non-assembly design part to be included in a fully useful design catalog. An interesting class of such parts is ones that are to be manufactured by first assembling catalog modules, and then rearranging or removing selected atoms that would ordinarily remain. The inclusion of this class of design module breaks the convergent assembly approach wherein modules larger than molecular components are fabricating only by assembly, which simplifies manufacturing planning.
Beyond a catalog of specific modules, it would also be useful to have algorithms that generate executable designs of interesting classes of products. For example, an algorithm that takes as an input an arbitrary volume description and generates the design of a diamond with terminated surfaces that fills the volume. A more challenging example would fill the arbitrary volume with a nanotube fiber-diamond matrix composite material, giving the fibers a desired volume fraction, fractal dimension, and anisotropicity. Large repeating units for these algorithm-generated structures would be excellent catalog modules, but some will probably require non-catalog molecular components, and thus algorithms for generating molecular component designs.
Evolutionary algorithms can be used for generating module designs. Performed off-line, this would support the design of catalog modules. Performed in-line with system design, which could generate bespoke modules, mechanisms and components for special-use, without necessarily requiring human intervention, but could delay the system design process.
III. Challenges in Development and Implementation of Molecular Nanotechnology
Molecular nanotechnology development and implementation is both answering the question "How to do it," and actually doing it, which must be resolved before integrating molecular machinery into the production of space systems. This includes fabricating molecular components, assembly products at the appropriate level of convergent assembly, and integrating products into the final space exploration systems
A. Fabrication System Design and Development
Molecular nanotechnology requires systems that can synthesize molecular components and deliver them in a useable form, either assembled into a final product or as or assembled into modules that other manufacturing systems can use to assemble into a final product. Such fabrication systems have only conceptual designs, and will require significant effort and new research to develop.
A key open research area is inventing, demonstrating, and maturing to high reliability devices for positional control of reactive moieties for site-specific mechanosynthesis. Early research can focus on SPM-controlled tooltips, but small, high-frequency devices are the desired end-state. Work must go beyond analysis of concepts such as robot arms and molecular mills 16 to demonstration of actual devices, followed by detailed characterization, analysis and improvement of actual positional control devices. Specific quirks, limitations or characteristics of these devices must be properly handled by the fabrication system architectures. Those architectures must be taken to detailed design. One such architecture is the "assembler" approach, wherein small platforms floating in solution with input molecules contain robotic mechanosynthesis arms used to fabricate small products in solution [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] . A more rigid such fabrication system architecture is the convergent factory model 16, 73 , where molecular mills create most or all molecular components and their first tiers of assembly, and tiers of robots flexibly assemble these into larger modules until fabricating the product. A third such architecture is the parts-fabricator/parts-assembler architecture [73] [74] [75] , which uses a combination of fabricators that make smaller modules and assemblers that combine modules into larger assemblies. It may be that the preferred architecture remains to be invented.
On the other hand, these are all analyzed examples of kinematic self-replicating machines (KSRM) 73 , which provide a general solution to the initial bootstrap problem. The large potential flexibility of a molecular fabrication system using mature molecular nanotechnology suggests that the range of products may include massively parallel and/or self-replicating nanofactories or molecular assemblers. The comprehensive 137-dimensional map of the kinematic replicator design space by Freitas and Merkle 73 captures all of the above architectures, and likely much more.
Crucial questions in the field are defining the mechanosynthesis unit operation set and the mechanosynthesis tool set. A complete set of reactions and mechanosynthetic tools must be developed and validated. These molecular tools would then be used to synthesize molecular machines, including tools and molecular machines able to manufacture more tools and molecular machines. A key goal is developing a mechanosynthesis unit operation set that can produce all the molecular components necessary to build a fabrication system that has the same or larger unit operation set-this is the basis for one solution to the initial bootstrap problem. Molecular machinery design techniques must also be developed, including but not limited to interactive tools and automated evolutionary software methods. For aerospace systems using molecular nanotechnology, diamondoid components are very attractive. Published papers have analyzed a few reactions that could be used in the positional synthesis of diamondoid components, with Ref. 76 pushing towards a complete unit operation set. Most recently, Freitas and Merkle 52 have analyzed a minimal toolset consisting of three primary tooltypes composed solely of C/Ge/H atoms, intended for use in positionally-controlled diamond mechanosynthesis in a vacuum (UHV) environment, that appears capable of recharging and fabricating all three tooltypes as well as fabricating all three principal diamond surfaces, handle structures, 1D carbon and hydrocarbon chains, and single-walled carbon nanotubes. A more complete set of such reactions and mechanosynthetic tools must be computationally developed and validated. Finally, the tool-set must be implemented and integrated with actual positional devices.
A small, high-frequency device adding a million carbon atoms a second would take over a trillion years to build one gram of product. The only way to fabricate macroscopic quantities of product is with massive parallelism. This requires scaleable designs that can implement somewhere in the range of 10 12 to 10 26 simultaneous devices. This level of parallelism ensures some number of failed components, so the manufacturing system must also be able to work around a reasonable rate of failed components.
Given tools under positional control that implement a sufficiently wide set of mechanosynthethic unit operations, it remains necessary to provide the correct control, so that each work station implements the correct operation making the proper next step in the synthesis of the desired molecular component in effective service of building the desired product. This is closely tied to the selection of positional control device. Certain positional devices, like molecular mill may only implement a single unit operation. Other devices, like robot arms, may be able to select from many tools and implement a great many operations. Still other devices implement an intermediate or small number of operations, but with some choice that requires direction. The entropy of the worksite must be managed, requiring some combination of physical constraints that limit the feasible variability and sensing with detects variations and allows for corrective action. Worksite control ties to the architecture, and will drive the detailed system layout.
Also driving the detailed system layout are the infrastructure subsystems. Control is not the only thing that must flow in and out. Power must be distributed to the individual devices, and active cooling may be needed. Material flow must bring input feedstock to initial worksites, carry intermediate products to their next worksite, and carry away physical waste. The worksites must each be held together with sufficiently tight tolerances, and all must be held in place in their correct relative locations.
Finally, it is necessary to find and implement some development path. An element of the development path problem is the initial bootstrap problem. Somehow, sufficient parallelism of devices to make mole quantities of molecular components is needed. Early fabrication systems could be inherently massively parallel, for example if they are self-assembled in solution out of engineered proteins mass produced by biotechnology. If early fabrication American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics systems are less parallel, however, then some way of bootstrapping more capacity from the early systems is needed. If the assembler approach is used, directly self-replication of an initial assembler can through exponential growth produce enough assemblers for adequate parallelism. A different initial architecture may require some path of early limited systems making more capable fabrication systems, which make more capable fabrication systems, which ultimately make a system of sufficient size and parallelism to build useful products. To follow such a path requires finding it.
B. Molecular Component Fabrication
Molecular component design is the special case of System design at the lowest module level, as discussed above in "IIC. Folding Molecular Component Design Into System Design." Given the design and the fabrication system it will remain to actually fabricate the molecular components. Manufacturing (i.e., the fabrication system) will need to be qualified. Even if the fabrication system is highly flexible, it will need to be qualified in demonstrating fabrication of the specified molecular components. Even if the fabrication system is highly reliable, it will need to be tested extensively before that reliability will be trusted. The molecular components will need to be output in a manner that can be used in System realization. Ordinarily that would be the components assembled into the largest module of direct use in system realization of which the fabrication system is capable (e.g., a complete payload box ready to be mounted on a satellite). In some special case, it may be the raw molecular components themselves, for example if there were a new aerospace thermoplastic.
C. System Development and Realization
Given a system design including molecular components, and a supply of those components, the design remains to be realized. The system design must be fully detailed and converted to realization instructions, primarily for manufacturing. Molecular component fabrication will assemble products using molecular components to the appropriate level of convergent assembly, and those products will need to be integrated products into the final space exploration system. It may be that the appropriate level of convergent assembly is the complete space system. For space systems, "realization" may well include launch and travel to targets in space, and other mission activities.
While the temptation is to assume that since the system design process is so detailed it will necessarily generate an ideal design, this is far from guaranteed. The requirements specified in may be in error. Limitations of the initial space system architecture, the system development process, or the fabrication system may produce less than ideal results. Also, since molecular manufacturing should reduce realization costs and cycle times 13old , it may favor a more iterative design approach, with frequent prototyping and testing.
IV. Challenges in Development Timeline and Planning Uncertainty
It is of little use to say dramatic new capabilities may be available some day if one cannot also provide some realistic sense that these capabilities may be available within some relevant planning horizon.
A. Relative Timing of System Design to System Realization
System design conducted long before system realization is exploratory engineering 13old or concept exploration. This is less concerned with getting the "right" system design than with getting a reasonable, very high confidence system design, in order to get a feel for concepts and their future capabilities. Because the design is not intended to be the final design, it is not necessary to work out in full detail.
System design conducted in parallel with key implementation development is concurrent engineering. If the system can be successful without molecular nanotechnology, but a change in design to incorporate new, atomically precise components would improve system success, this situation calls for opportunity management. If a system requires molecular nanotechnology but its life cycle is initiated before that is available, this situation calls for risk management. Fortunately, NASA has a well-established approach to handling emerging capabilities, based on Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), and can handle this transition period less badly than many other organizations in many other domains.
Long traditional concepts of system design implicitly assume the component technologies are mature and demonstrated before the system design is initiated. Once molecular nanotechnology is demonstrated and mature, it will easily fit into aerospace system design.
B. Planning For Long Durations with the Large Schedule Uncertainty of Molecular Nanotechnology
Planning over a short term is relatively easy. Planning in the face of little uncertainty is relatively easy. NASA must make plans, however, that could impact Human Exploration of Mars in 2030. In addition, the schedule uncertainties around molecular nanotechnology are such that it could be unavailable in 2030, or the capabilities discussed in IA. above may start emerging in 2020. Planning over such uncertainty is daunting.
The minimal strategy is to ignore molecular nanotechnology until such time as its development appears likely within the time horizon of decisions being made. This would be an effective strategy for many purposes, but one cannot assure that the probability of molecular nanotechnology being developed and deployed before 2030 is low. This is especially true if one tries to weight the probability by the impact.
The classic formal strategy for decision under uncertainty 77 is to build a decision tree and assess the probability, utility, and thus expected utility of various end-states given various decisions combined with random events. To do that for NASA in this case requires some modeling of the operational state of NASA's Exploration Mission circa 2030, given deployment of molecular nanotechnology for space exploration some years earlier. This is likely to require extrapolation of utilities beyond the range of ordinary NASA analyses, and thus will require some effort.
The concepts surrounding expected utility are well understood, and folded into aerospace management. Another strategy is simply to make sure that molecular nanotechnology is fully incorporated as subjects in the relevant management tools, such as technology portfolio development, risk management, and opportunity management. As an example high risk/high payoff opportunity for NASA Exploration Missions after Human return to the Moon by 2020, molecular nanotechnology is a compelling test case for longer-duration opportunity management. If the existing tools cannot well address this case, then they may need to be extended to adequately handle this and other outliers.
When decision trees are built in situations where there is a high driving uncertainty a significant period in the future, the typical result is that the preferred strategy is to invest in the near term to understand and better characterize that uncertainty, and only then make more consequential decisions. Even simpler than a decision tree analysis is to just pursue the initial strategy of characterizing the likely impacts and schedule uncertainty of molecular nanotechnology for space. Preliminary analyses of impacts exist. Understanding schedule uncertainty calls for an effort to develop a roadmap of possible ways to develop molecular nanotechnology for aerospace, and then assessing component schedule uncertainties and developing signposts for detecting when the schedule may be coming near enough to justify further action.
A final strategy is to decide that while the schedule is uncertain, the payoff is quite large, and thus pursue development of molecular nanotechnology, with the aim of accelerating the schedule without having to know what the schedule necessarily is. This may be an appropriate strategy for some organizations, but NASA's Exploration Mission Directorate has been given a Schedule-driven mission ("Return to the Moon by 2020"), not an event-driven mission ("Return to the Moon when it is cheap enough.").
In parallel with the basic approach, parallel activities should be able to capitalize on favorable developments. For example, NASA's science missions could increase their emphasis on the detailed characterization and cataloguing of resources in Space, which would be of great use whenever high capacity, low cost space operations become feasible, via molecular nanotechnology or other means.
V. Conclusion
In January 2004, NASA established a long-term program to extend human presence across the solar system, a primary goal of which will be to establish a human presence on the Moon no later than 2020, as a precursor to human exploration of Mars. These future NASA Exploration Missions can be completely transformed by molecular nanotechnology. NASA's Exploration Missions ultimately depend on the ability to manufacture specific structures with specific capabilities. At the present time, manufacturing systems are unable to build large products with molecular precision. Such ability would have a transformative system-of-systems impact on all human and robotic Exploration Missions. Performance, safety, sustainability, affordability, modularity and reliability can be radically improved, in many cases by orders of magnitude. Precise definition of molecularly-precise positionally-controlled molecular manufacturing systems, along with computational validation of feasibility, is suggested before such systems can be developed. Critical to this goal is computational development of aerospace-relevant molecular machinery processes and designs, particularly diamondoid-and fullerene-based computer systems, sensors, and actuators. These components will enable high-precision molecular manufacturing of propulsion and launch systems, thermal management systems, life support and consumables recycling, space energy production and storage, in situ resource processing, photon and magnetic sails, tethers, nanomechanical structures, radiation resistant computation, and self-repairing materials. Such end systems can be fielded once tools are developed for designing the necessary components of molecular devices, and those components are designed, fabricated and assembled into appropriate devices and subsystems, and then the subsystems are integrated into space systems. Several of these challenges can be directly addressed immediately, including progress in molecular component design and molecular component reaction pathway design, and further concept exploration on aerospace systems and missions that would exploit molecular nanotechnology. Other challenges will need to be addressed indirectly or over time. While this areas offers great promise, only when such systems are created and used will the potential of molecular nanotechnology for space exploration be realized.
